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Apk 2.Sunday, January 05, 2011 The #1 most powerful topic for a designer, I believe, is the
most persuasive: type. Type is at the heart of all design, and it influences almost every other
aesthetic decision that a designer makes. At least it should be. It's not easy to prove, but it's
intuitively true. Typography, to me, is the most fundamental of all design decisions. So much

so, that it occupies a position of power above all other design elements. And once you've
nailed a solid hierarchy of typefaces, then the visual hierarchy of your design is relatively
simple to construct. From there, everything else has to fall into place. If you're a beginner,
Type is going to get you. If you're a veteran, it's one of the most powerful ways to convince

your clients. Hierarchy Of Typeface I'm going to start with some insight into a designer's
hierarchy of typefaces. It's not easy to convince clients that they need a big, bold typeface.
Let's face it, you don't need to as much to make your content legible. It's only when we're

trying to convey some kind of information or emotion that we need something to pop off the
page, to communicate its "heart and soul" to the reader. So, even if your content is legible
and your design's hierarchy is on point, you can always include type to further increase its

impact. It's not enough to have a font that has these characteristics. You have to actually use
them. In the print world, this is easy to do -- you apply heavier type faces to the most

important parts of your design: headlines, subheads, and so on. In the online world, this is a
little more difficult to do. For one, because we don't have direct access to the type that a

printed design includes. Unfortunately, there are only so many typefaces that can be
included in a website design. And, because typographic hierarchy is inherently visual, it will
always be confined to the layouts that have been created. If you want to educate your client

about this and get them to pay for a different typeface,
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Young Aluminium Young Aluminium

Products (YAP) was a substantial
American manufacturer of aluminum
windows and siding, headquartered
in Big Bear Lake, California. History

In 1906 Alcoa founder Charles Martin
Hall decided that the fledgling

aluminum industry would benefit
from the ability to supply a specialty
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metal: cold rolling, which was an
important but relatively costly

process. He hired Edward Kitchin to
head a new business called the Ideal
Window & Siding Company. From the
start, Kitchin's company was limited
by the high capital investment in a

newly emerging technology. By
1910, unable to supply itself,

Kitchin's company petitioned Alcoa
for a merger. Alcoa declined, but
another aluminum manufacturer,

Argonne National Laboratory, came
to the rescue of the original Alcoa-

Ideal merger. Argonne was interested
in Alcoa's emerging low-cost process
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to make "nickle plate", which allowed
it to issue preferred stock to Alcoa

shareholders. This transaction, which
created Alcoa Aluminum, got Alcoa

control of Kitchin's company. Kitchin
continued as president of Alcoa

Aluminum, and the Argonne/Alcoa
relationship was continued. The
newly-created Alcoa Aluminum

Company went on to underbid the
original Alcoa-Ideal merger target for
the production of aluminum windows

and siding, and began attracting
away its smaller but more important
window and siding rival. This resulted

in the breakup of Alcoa Aluminum
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Company in 1920, with Argonne-
Alcoa becoming the largest

shareholder in the new Young
Aluminium Company of California,

Inc. Almost from its beginning, Young
Aluminum tried to be more like its

important early rival, Southern Sash
of Birmingham, Alabama, which had
begun to take off in the early 20th
century and was recognized as one

of the leading manufacturers of
aluminum windows and siding. Young

Aluminum tried to develop
partnerships with then-major window

and siding firms such as US
Aluminum and Standard Aluminum
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and with manufacturers of other
aluminum products such as Black &

Decker and Yale Lock. Its first
partnership with Standard Aluminum,
however, was abandoned after only
eight months. It established a more
solid relationship with US Aluminum,

and won a contract to supply
Baltimore's iconic Maryland's
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